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Client Requirements

Client is a leading healthare technology solutions provider 
for imaging, practice management and EHR systems. 
Client needed to develop an extensible and a scalable 
FHIR to CDA converter which would ingest the FHIR 
resources of a patient and generate a CDA document 
from them. The solution would also provide patient data 
at runtime using REST-based web API. Given its expertise 
in healthcare interoperabilty and industry standards 
including FHIR and CDA, CitiusTech was selected to 
develop the solution.

CitiusTech Solution

Requirement Analysis
Client needed to convert their clinical data from EHR 
systems to FHIR format and then to CDA v2.1 format. 
CitiusTech used a microservice-based architecture and 
developed the solution using XSLT transformations. The 
solution would invoke FHIR APIs and generate all the FHIR 
resources for a patient for a specified period. The FHIR 
resources in XML format would undergo transformation 
and get converted into CDA XML document.
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Solution Design and Development 

•	 Designed and developed Java/ Spring-based REST 
APIs as an interface to query and retrieve patient data 
from any FHIR resource server.

•	 Provided support for multi-tenancy, and token-based 
authentication.

•	 Used Java REST client to consume FHIR REST service 
which serves data from EMR for querying/ retrieving 
FHIR resources.

•	 Mapped data from FHIR to CDA resources using XSLT 
transformation.

Value Delivered

By partnering with CitiusTech, the client was able to:

•	 Leverage CitiusTech’s interoperability expertise for 
CDA standard-based output

•	 Implement a multi-layer, scalable HIPAA compliant 
caching and storage

•	 Build an extensible solution to suppport future 
document types.

•	 Enabled easier, faster and focused access to data.
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